SECURITY SCREENS
FOR KNIGHT AND
DAY PROTECTION

YOUR HOME
NEEDN’T LOOK OR
FEEL LIKE A FORT
TO BE PROTECTED
FROM INTRUDERS.
Did you know, the most
common method of
forced entry into the
home is via windows and
doors. Security frames are
key to keeping your home
safe from unwanted entry.

Value for money
IntrudaGuard™ Security Screens offer
IntrudaGuard™ is a strong,
an effective security solution that is
practical and affordable
strong, low maintenance, stylish
security screen that is
and cost efficient. You’ll have
more visually appealing
peace of mind knowing
compared to the traditional
your home is safe and
diamond grille security screens
secure knight
on the market.
IntrudaGuard™ Security Screens
and day.
provide a proven security solution
for your home. They are highly resistant
to forced entry and have been rigorously
tested against impacts, jemmying and knife
attacks.
Made from a single sheet of specially tempered
aluminium with a unique perforated design, our
screens are also durable, corrosion resistant and
easy to maintain.
IntrudaGuard™ Security Screens are assembled
using a unique process, eliminating the need for
screws, rivets or pins. This offers another level of
security.
For added protection, IntrudaGuard™ doors can come
with a three point locking system and security
window screens can be ﬁtted in lieu of ﬂy screens.
Every opening of your home can be protected.

Uncompromising style
Lets be transparent, protecting your home
doesn’t mean you need to compromise
on style. IntrudaGuard’s™ sheer and
unique design offers unobstructed views,
free ﬂowing air circulation and does away
with the need for unsightly grilles or bars.

IntrudaGuard™ measures up
IntrudaGuard™ can be ﬁtted on brand new
home builds or can be retroﬁtted onto existing
properties. All security screens are custom made
to measure.

The perforated aluminium mesh also
provides excellent transparency and air
ﬂow helping cool down your home or
office in the warmer months which could also
save on your energy costs.

Flexible design
IntrudaGuard™ security screens come in a variety
of custom sizes and various decorative ﬁnishes to
compliment your home’s look and feel.

A complete solution
Whether its your front entry door, external laundry
access or bedroom window, you’ll ﬁnd a
screening solution for every part of
your home with IntrudaGuard™.

RIGOROUSLY TESTED FOR
PROVEN STRENGTH AND RESISTANCE.
IntrudaGuard™ Security Screens are rigorously tested to meet both
Australian and industry standards. They are strong, practical and
affordable making them the ‘Knight in Shining Armour’ you have been
looking for.

For your convenience

Intruder Resistant

Impact Resistance

Security Testing
Australian Standard AS5039-2008
and AS5041-2003

Knife Shear Test
Australian Standard AS5039-2008
and AS5041-2003

IntrudaGuard™ screens are subjected to a
rigorous regime of impact tests, jemmy
attacks and pull testing under this standard,
to ensure that the inherent strength and
structural integrity of the manufactured
security product is maintained.

IntrudaGuard™ screens are tested for
material hardness and tensile strength by
subjecting the screen to a standardised
physical cutting attack, which draws a
knife over the screen a number of times.

Affordable

Clear View

Insect Protection

www.intrudaguard.com.au

Airﬂow & Circulation

Fabricator contact details

IntrudaGuard™ is the
trademark of Capral Limited.
IntrudaGuard™ Security
Screen products are
sold through a network
of fabricators supplied by
Capral Limited.
ABN 78 004 213 692.

